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Abstract 

An existing lattice made of identical FODO cells can be 
modified to have adjustable momentum compaction. The 
modified lattice consists of repeating superperiods of four 
FODO cells where every two cells have different horizontal 
phase advance. In existing FODO cell rings an additional 
quad bus is required for every two consecutive cells. This 
allows tuning of the momentum compaction or yt (transi- 
tion) to any desired value. A value of the yt could be an 
imaginary number. A drawback of this modification is rel- 
atively large values of the dispersion function (two or three 
times larger than in the regular FODO cell design). 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Particles travel along the reference orbit in an accelerator 
ring with momentum po and period of revolution TO. If 
they have a momentum deviation A p ,  the time of the arrival 
a the point of observation will be different. An offset in the 
revolution period A T  is given by: 

A T  1 \ A v  

where a, the em momentum compaction is a property of the 
lattice, and 9 = cu - y-2 is called the em phase-slip factor; 
y is the Lorentz relativistic factor for the on-momentum 
particle. The momentum compaction factor is a measure of 
the path length difference between the off-momentum par- 
ticle and the on-momentum particle. The transition energy 
yt is the energy at which 7 vanishes, i.e. it equals l/G. 
In many accelerators -yt lies in the acceleration range. We 
shall show that an existing FODO lattice can be modified 
so as to make yt either very large or even imaginary (neg- 
ative a). This could be used to for example avoid having 
to cross transition, or to make zero momentum compaction 
isochronous storage rings. 
The momentum compaction of a lattice, to the first or- 
der, is an integral of the dispersion function D through the 
dipoles: 

straight section with a phase advance of 'IT can QAZJ 
persion closed orbit negative at dipoles. Iliev [3] and Guig- 
nard [4] use a harmonic approach, where the betatron func- 
tion is modulated to produce negative values of the momen- 
tum compaction by way of resonance conditions. We have 
reported earlier [5] and [8] the use of flexible-momentum 
compaction lattices to minimize dispersion values. 

2 NORMALIZED DISPERSION FUNCTION 

The dispersion function D needs to be adjusted through 
the FODO cell to obtain a different integral of its values 
through dipoles. Because the dispersion function satisfies a 
second order inhomogeneous differential equation of mo- 
tion [7] it is suitable to use the normalized dispersion func- 
tion with components < and x as previously defined [5]:  

(3) 

where PZ and P& are respectively the horizontal betatron 
amplitude function and its derivative [7], < and x projec- 
tions of the normalized dispersion vector, and 4 is identical 
to the horizontal Floquet betatron phase advance in the re- 
gion where there is no dipole. An example of the standard 
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where p is the radius of curvature and s is the longitudi- 
nal path length measured along the reference orbit with 
a circumference CO. There are many ways to devise an 
accelerator lattice with either fixed or adjustable value of 
the momentum compaction [ 1],[3],[4],[5]. Vladimirski and 
Tmasov [I] propose use of reverse bend dipoles to make 
the momentum compaction negative. Teng [6] shows that a 
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Figure 1: Normalized Dispersion function within the p 
modulated three FODO cells. 
three FODO cell lattice design is chosen fkom the existing 
Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven Na- 
tional Laboratory, where the dipole length is L d  = 9.45m 
and the cell length L, N 29.6m. 



Figure 1 shows the normalized dispersion within the 
three FODO cell lattice with quadrupoles set for an imagi- 
nary yt condition. 

3 FODO CELLS WITH ADJUSTABLE 
MOMENTUM COMPACTION 

The three FODO cells example has the same number of 
cells as it had previously been selected by Guignard [4]. 
We chose thepoint of reflective symmetry of all Courant- 
Snyder functions at the middle of the second FODO cell. 
The momentum compaction will have a negative value for 
all three cells if it is negative in left part of the point of 
symmetry. A negative value of the dispersion function 
through the first two dipoles should overcome a positive 
value through the third dipole. The slope of Courant- 
Snyder functions at the beginning and at the point of reflec- 
tive symmetry, should be zero. A condition of the negative 
dispersion at beginning of FODO cells is presented in the 
normalized dispersion plot by the point below the origin 
A, as shown in figure 1. A positive bend by an angle 8 of a 
dipole is presented by a vector parallel to the f axis pointing 
always towards to positive axis in the normalized disper- 
sion coordinates. Courant-Snyder functions in the the quad 
perturbed case is shown in figure 2. The first two dipoles 

Figure 2: Courant-Snyder functions within the three /3 per- 
turbed cells. 

in this example produce a large horizontal offset along the 
f, axis in the normalized dispersion plot (up to the marker 
B in figure 2). A requirement to have zero slopes of the 
dispersion and amplitude functions at the point of reflective 
symmetry puts a strong demand on the focusing quadrupole 
C. In a standard FODO cell the horizontal betatron phase 
per cell of n/2 or 90” provides the smallest value for the 
dispersion function. In the RHIC FODO cell the maximum 
dispersion is equal to Dmas = 1.8m for the cell tune of 
v, N- $lo. The quadrupoles strengths which made the mo- 
mentum compaction to be negative (or yt = i358) are: 

0.07330 
“QD 0.09634 

An attempt to create an example of a row of FODO cells 
with a different reflective symmetry point which would be 
in the middle of the four cells, as it was previously re- 
ported (see [3]), resulted in much stronger disturbance of 
the betatron functions. The transitionenergy is yc=17.8 for 
the three FODO cell under normal operating conditions, 
while the yt value for one of the quadrupole perturbed 
cases is -yt = i358.15 (as presented in fig. 2). The maxi- 
mum and minimum value of the dispersion for the imag- 
inary yt result presented in Figure 2 Dma+ = 3.37m 
and Dmin = -1.38rn which is twice larger than disper- 
sion values when the FODO cells operate at optimum tune 
(Y - n/2). 

4 CONCLUSION 

The momentum compaction of the lattice made of the stan- 
dard FODO cells could be adjusted by the modulation of 
the betarranfunction to any desired value with a drawback 
of larger values of the dispersion and betatron amplitude 
function. As it was previously reported [4], [3], a pertur- 
bation of the betatron amplitude function by the existing 
FODO cell quadrupoles produced any value of the mo- 
mentum compaction. A range of dispersion function off- 
sets with this perturbation was within twice of the optimum 
FODO cell dispersion values. The maximum values of the 
BZ and are less than twice of the vdue at optimum be 
tatron tunes (v = a/2). The beam size was less than f i  
larger due to the amplitude function perturbation. In the 
presented report a resonance condition was not necessary 
to achieve different values of the momentum compaction 
within standard FODO cells, which was a necessary condi- 
tion in previous reports [3] [4]. We used an existing FODO 
lattice to accommodate the momentum compaction value, 
but we do not recommend it for a new lattice design. 
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